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Katz/Lin win UAP/VII
Fee opposed
by 47 percent

oactivities fee fails

First Round Balloting for UAP/VP

By Michael Gojer
The student body narrowly
voted down the activities fee refJonathan Katz/Ephraim Lin
erendum in Wednesday's Undergraduate Association elections.
Mike Geer/Nick Bateman
Forty-seven percent of 1756 votes
cast in the elections were against
the fee, with 42 percent for it.
Vijay Vaitheeswaran/
The fee referendum would have
Tom Knight
created a line-item on students'
term bills to be appropriated directly to student activities
through the UA financial board
- and raised $160,000 for student activities.
Incumbent UA president Manuel Rodriguez '89 was worried
yesterday that the defeat of the
referendum might send the wrong
Joel Gwynn/Scott Wickha
message to the administration,
Shawn Mastrian/Adam Graffsaying it will be difficult to obtain
increased allocations from the
Other Write-ins
-administration for student activiTech Graphic by Haivard K. Birkeland
ties. But Rodriguez did not interpret the failure of the referendum
I - - --- - = I - -. --- I
as a statement that students were
against activities groups.
The problem of funding the activities - which presently request
more than three times the administration's allotted budget - still
and community-wide discussion.
By Darrel Tarasewicz
remains, Rodriguez said, and stuWhen it rejected the old policy,
The Committee on Discipline
dents will have to continue to
said that it "could not enforce" the COD called for "a renewed
deal with it until it is solved.
Rodriguez said he was glad the the Faculty Policy Committee's vigorous debate" in the MIT
UA posed the referendum, be- revised policy on sexually explicit community. But the FPC in its
cause it brought the funding issue films. In a Feb. 26 letter from report admitted that it chose not
to the attention of the student COD Chairman Paul C. Joss to to "conduct community-wide
...hearings..or, consultations." .
body-at--targe. But he would -have .-:Bernard J. Friedeu,.chairmaa-of
proceeded with caution if the ref- the Faculty Policy Committee,
"There will not be a rewriting
erendum were approved by only a Joss wrote "the proposed reviof the FPC report" in light of the
sions do not represent a substannarrow margin, he said.
COD's opinion, Frieden said. The
tive change over the existing
Rodriguez said it was clear,
recommended revisions to the
however, that the UiA needed to policy."
pornography policy will now be
work on better communications
The FPC made the revisions forwarded to the Academic
with the student body, and said after the COD dismissed the Council, he said.
that he and Dean S. Ebesu '89,
original policy as "an excessive
chairman of the UA financial
"They [the Academic Council]
restraint on freedom of expresboard, had already begun dis- sion at MIT." The COD refused will have to take the next move,"
cussing possible changes in Finto punish Adamn L. Dershowitz Frieden said. There will be a lot
of negotiation going on between
Board, including electing some
'89 for violating the policy a year
the COD and the Academic
members at large and reducing
ago.
the number of members chosen
Council, he added.
The revisions were sent to the
by the outgoing board.
COD so that they could form an
The revised policy would reguMoreover, the UA will continue
"advisory statement," Frieden late sexually explicit films shown
to lobby to raise an endowment
said.
during Residence/Orientation
for student activities, Rodriguez
Week and Registration Day of eisaid.
The COD in its letter proposed
ther
term. While films shown
an alternative to the current
Class officers elected
during
this period would have to
policy. "An ongoing educational
Many of the sophomore and program on sensitivity to the be approved by a screening comjunior class officers elected
rights and feelings of others mittee, they could be shown in
Wednesday ran unopposed, and
would be more effective than the classrooms at any other time
only the top offices in the freshpresent punitive policy," the COD without regulation.
man and senior classes received
suggested.
considerable competition.
Another revision stated that
Furthermore, the COD felt any sexually explicit film shown
Overall voter turnout this year
was higher than in the last several that such a program could best in a dormitory common area
elections, though still not robust. be achieved by initiating an open
would have to be approved by the
As usual, the freshmen had the
highest percentage of voters
among the classes, with 44 percent of the Class of '91 voting,
though only 36 percent of the
seniors turned out, according to
By Annabelle Boyd
statistics released by UA elections
lem. Two years and twenty-three
The second report of the Mi- additional group members later,
commissioner Louisa Contreiras
nority Student Issues Group '90.
we [the MSIG] realized lNiwhich has been awaited for sever- must think anew about its poliIn races among the freshman,
al months - is expected to be re- cies dealing with racism and racsophomore, and junior classes
leased in September, according to ist behavior on campus."
where only one name appeared
Marilyn Braithwaite, assistant to
on the ballot, students cast a conThe MSIG study reported that
the dean for student affairs.
siderably high number of abstenMIT minority students - defined
The second in a promised se- as American Indians, blacks,
tions.
Lisa Martin was reelected as ries of four, the forthcoming
Mexican Americans and Puerto
study follows "The Racial Cli- Ricans - experienced "unique
the Class of 1988 president,
though the votes in the final mate on the MIT Campus," a feelings of isolation, insecurity
controversial report released in about their admission because of
round were closely split between
September of 1986 by the MSIG.
her and Carla Kapikain. Martin
the perception that others at the
"When we began 'The Racial
Institute believe lower standards
also served two years ago as viceClimate on the MIT Campus'," are used when admitting minority
president of her class. Tracey
Dean for Student Affairs Shirley students, beliefs that others conBauvelt, who won this year's
M. McBay recalled, "the Minor- sider minority students as high
vice-presidency for the seniors,
took 15 percent of the vote de- ity Student Issues Group had risks, anxiety about their famifour members and little idea of lies' abilities to finance MIT, perspite running a write-in camthe scope of the minority probpaign.
(Please turn to page 11)
(Please turn to page 2)

By Niraj S. Desai
Jonathan N. Katz '90 and
Ephraim P. Lin '90 were elected
president and vice president of
the Undergraduate Association in
Wednesday's elections, narrowly
defeating Vijay V. Vaitheeswaran
'90 and Thomas P Knight '90.
The election was also marked
by a surprisingly strong showing
by write-in candidates Joel J.
Gwynn '89 and Scott R. Wickham '89.
A total of 1737 votes were cast
in the UAP/VP election, which
was decided in the fourth round
of counting. Katz and Lin received 478 votes (27.5 percent) in
the first round. They were followed by Vaitheeswaran and
Knight with 470 votes (27.1 percent), and Gwynn and Wickhanm
with 336 votes (19.3 percent).
Also on the ballot were Michael
A. Geer '89 and Nicholas P. T.
Bateman '89, who won 177 votes
(10.2 percent). The write-in ticket
of Shawn J. Mastrian '91 and
Adam Braff '91 received 116

COD against revised policy

Joss: changes in porn rules not substantial
screening committee. Under the
old policy, such showings would
be permitted except during R/O
week and on Registration Day.
Under the revised policy, three
weeks notice prior to showing the
film would be required.
Ir-
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votes (6.7 percent).
None of the other candidates
received as much as five percent
of the vote.
In

the fiUal round4 -

ater

thl

other candidates' votes had been
re-distributed - Katz and Lin
won with 700 votes (40.3 percent)
over VJaitheeswaran and Knight
who had 666 votes (38.3 percent).
Three hundred and seventy-one
(21.4 percent) of those voting did
not list either Katz/Lin or
Vaitheeswaran/Knight on their
preferential ballots.
Approximately 41 percent of
the undergraduate student body
voted in the elections. Last year's
turnout was 36 percent.
UA suffers from
negative image
The major task confronting
Katz and Lin is dealing with the
UA's negative image among students, Katz said. The election indicated that students do not have
much respect for the UA, he
said.
Gwynn and Wickham ran a
campaign based on money - opposing the Harvard Cooperative
Society, ARA, and the student
activities fee because they all take
excessive money from students.
Gwynn also called the UA "a
masturbatory organization" interested only in serving itself and pledged to "raise some hell"
if elected. He said he and Wickham would broaden the UX's
base.
(Please turn to page 2)
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ODSA planning followup
to "Racial Climate" study

Photo courtesy Christopher vJ. Andrews
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Eric Ostling '88, Scott Lichtman '88, and,
Ryan W, members of the band Vital Science,
the pedestals in Lobby 7. They will perform in
tie of the Band finals this Saturday night at
Walker.
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International students polled
by dean's office study group
By Mauricio Roman
Almost 1800 international undergraduates and graduate students, as well as some American
students, received surveys from
the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs last week on their
knowledge and use of MIT student support services. The survey
is part of a study being conducted by the international Issues
Group, which was formed last
spring, and follows a survey done
a year ago examining internation-

al students' relationships with
their departments.
Meanwhile, members of the International Student Association
expressed concerns at their elections last week that the fate of international students' Residence/
Orientation Week could be affected by the results of the
ODSA's survey. ISA officers
urged members to respond to the
survey in detail.
According to I)ean for Student
(Please turn to page 2)
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UA must combat negative imnage
(Continued from page 1)
The 19 percent vote garnered
by the insurgents Gwynn and
Wickham is surprisingly high for
write-in candidates, Katz said.
Katz interpreted their relative
success as a statement of student
dissatisfaction with the UA.
If Gwynn and Wickham had
been on the ballot, "I think they
might have won," Katz said.
Also, the presence of so many
"joke" candidates further illustrates how poor the UAs image
is, he continued.
Vaitheeswaran was impressed
by the showing of the write-in
candidates. He credited Gwynn
and Wickham with raising issues
about which students were concerned. They would have done
even better had they provided
specific solutions for those issues,
Vaitheeswaran added.
The relative success of Gwynn
and Wickham was not a vote
against the UA, Vaitheeswaran
believed. Rather it was based on

the money issues that they raised.
But Vaitheeswaran did believe the
UA needed to do a better job of
getting students interested and
active in student government.
Wickham expressed surprise
that he and Gwynn did not receive more votes. "We thought
we were going to win," he said.
Wickham attributed the ticket's
loss to their being unable to
reach enough students with their
message. "Everywhere we went
- even into the depths of the UA
- we got positive feedback."

Katz was surprised by how
close the vote on the student activities fee referendum was (yes:
42 percent, no: 47 percent). "I
thought it would be defeated by
2-1," he said.
The referendum was defeated
because not enough effort was
made to gather student support,
according to Katz, who backed
the referendum.
He felt it would now be more
difficult to persuade the Office of

the Dean for Student Affairs to
grant more money to activitieshaving failed to get student backing. But the ODSA is planning in
the near future to grant an as yet
unspecified sum to activities,
Katz said.
During the campaign, both
Katz and Vaitheeswaran were
criticized for not taking specific
stands on issues. Katz believed
the criticism was not valid.
He and Lin went door-to-door
answering students' questions,
Katz said. "A lot of people
missed our message," he added.
"What's going to happen six
months from now when the issues are different?" he asked.
Katz said he and Lin would
work to increase student interaction with the UA. Without student backing, the UA president is
essentially powerless, Katz believed. A UA president without
such backing cannot expect the
MIT adnministration to listen to
his views - he would just be one
student.
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Final Round Balloting for UAP/VP
Abstain

vijay

Jonathan Katz/
Ephraim

(Abstentions indicate ballots
which listed neither the Katz nor
the Vaithswaran ticket)
Tech Graphic by Halvard K. Birkeiand
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Next year's class officers are selected

Lisette LambregtslThe Tech

Jonathan Katz and Ephraim Lin became the new UA President and Vice President in a close election Wednsday.

International students polled
by dean's office study group
(Continuedfrom page 1)
Affairs Shirley M. McBay, the
purpose of the present survey is
to understand the problems international students face at MIT
and how they have dealt with
them.
A report on the survey findings
will be issued later this year,
probably next term, according to
Associate Dean for Research Alberta Lipson, who is in charge of
compiling the results.
The international student body
at MIT consists of 340 undergraduate students - roughly 8
percent of all undergraduates,
and 1541 graduate students, representing 30 percent of the graduate student body. As a whole,
international students compromise 20 percent of the whole
student body at MIT.
The importance of the survey
lies both on its magnitude and its
depth, since it is the first time international students have been
surveyed at large during the last
few years, Lipson asserted. The
survey covers topics such as R/O;
knowledge of support services; financial, personal, social and academic concerns; medical prob-

lems; housing arrangements; and
extracurricular activities.
The IIG expects that the results
of the survey will raise the consciousness of the MIT community
on international issues, and
thereby foment any pertinent
structural changes, Lipson said.
Some changes the survey might
bring about in the near future relate to R/O week. The ODSA
will communicate their survey results concerning orientation week
with the R/O committee before
the report is published, Lipman
said.
Although some aspects of R/O
week are being evaluated through
the report, its real significance
stems from the growing concern
of the MIT administration on international issues, said Karen
Zuffante, assistant staff from the
International Students' Office
and member of the IIG. This office has been working towards
making people at MIT conscious
on the problems facing international students, and the IIG - of
which the International Students
Office forms part - encompasses, through the survey, a
major task to achieve this
purpose.

(Continuedfrom page 1)
Grace Ma edged out Catherine
Suriano in the race for senior
class secretary, winning the position by a difference of five votes
in the final ballot, having led
with only three votes in the first
one.
The other officers for the Class
of 1988 - all of whom will serve
for the next five years - ran unopposed, though none of them
served last year. Linda Chang
will become the senior class treasurer, C.J. Debbie Lee the class
agent and Kimber Lynn Zinger
the member at large.
Though ballots were closely divided among the three contestants for freshman class president
in the first round, Andrew
Strehle and Paul Zelenetz shut
out Sharra Davidson to split the
final votes, with Strehle winning
over Zelenetz by 17 ballots.
Derek Mayweather took the
freshman class vice-presidency,
though his competitor John
McPhail managed to get 40 percent of the vote. The race for the
class's secretary was much closer,
with Amy Thorsen winning by
just seven votes over Aimee Qui-

jano in the final round - although Quijano had initially received more votes.
Paul Antico and Betty Chang
will serve as treasurer and publicity chair for the Class of 1991,
neither of them having been contested for the posts. Dawn Mitzer
and Rachel Wilks - also uncontested - will become the class's
social chairs.
Ang Mi (Julie) Kim was elected
president of the Class of '90,
pulling clearly ahead of Giselle
Mosnaim in the final round of
counting, after Richard Villanueva was eliminated. Kim served
last year as treasurer of the class.
All the other posts for the
Class of '90 were filled by uncontested candidates, a turnaround
from last year, when their races
were hotly contested. None of the
incumbent officers ran for reelection to their posts, though Kim
and Villanueva vied for the presidency. However, last year's vicepresident, Thomas Knight, appeared on the ballot for
Undergraduate Association Vice
President along with former
Class of '90 president Vijay
Vaitheeswaran as his running

mate.
Lisa Czerwonka is the new
vice-president of the sophomore
class, Pamela Barret the secretary, and Melissa Ko the treasurer. Pritti Paul and WiIliar -Botti
will fill the social chair positions.
None of the officerships in the
Class of 1989 were contested at
all on the ballot, and no write-in
candidates received enough votes
to be mentioned in the statistics
released by the UA.
Carissa Climaco will serve
again as president for the juniors, having won a clear victory
last year, and Dave Duis will
again fill the vice presidency,
though he won last year by only
five votes. Danylo Kihiczak will
serve again as treasurer, and
Henry Hough and Charles Sakamaki are the new social chairs.
Under the preferential balloting system which was used in the
elections, trailing candidates in
each round of vote tabulations
were eliminated and their votes
redistributed to other candidates.
The counting for each office continued until either a candidate received a majority of the vote or
only two candidates remained.
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New Panama sanctions in works
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Smokers die early, study says
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Dole cuts back

Administration sources say President Reagan probably
will order new sanctions aimed at toppling Panama's Gen.
Manuel Noriega. The sources say the sanctions would include withholding the next payment for use of the Panama Canal and canceling Panama's special trade status.

There have been reports that another Republican prPsidential candidate has been considering pulling out of the
race - but Sen. Robert Dole (KS) said yesterday that he
is not quitting. The sources say advisors discussed getting
out of the race prior to next week's Illinois primary - but
that Dole nixed the idea. Later Dole would not acknowledge there had been such talk, saying "it all started in the
media."
A spokeswoman for Dole said yesterday that the candidate is laying off more than half of his campaign staff and
pulling commercials off the air in Illinois which holds its
primary Tuesday.

Shultz pushes US plan
Secretary of State George P. Shultz PhD '49 said yesterday the US plan for Arab-Israeli peace talks is the "only
game in town." Shultz told a House panel the United
States will continue to push the plan even if Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir cannot be persuaded to go along
when he visits Washington next week.

Teenage thrill killer convicted
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Split decision
If you like sunny, spring-like weather, enjoy
tomorrow as Sunday promises to be a cloudier and
perhaps wetter version of Saturday. A low moving
out of the southern Rockies during the weekend will
spread a band of snow from the central Rockies
through the plains states into the western Great
Lakes by Sunday. A warm front will develop ahead
of this low today likely remaining south of the area
through the weekend.
As high pressure in central Canada attempts to
build southward into New England, and the
relatively warm, moist air in the gulf states moves
northward, rain (or possibly wet snow well north
and west) should break out in New England late
Saturday or during the day on Sunday. There are
indications that either the low will move south of
the area or a second low will develop along the
coast late Sunday/early Monday night prolonging
our inclement weather. After the low moves by,
chillier and stormier weather are in store for next
week.

Drug testing to resume
The government has ordered the nation's railroads to
resume drug and alcohol testing of employees. A judge
has temporarily lifted a ban on such examinations pending appeal. A federal appeals court earlier ruled the testing program was unconstitutional.

Senate to move against
murder convict furloughs

sr
B

After repeated poor showings, Jack Kemp has ended
his campaign for the GOP nomination for president.
Kemp pulled coat of the race yesterday. He left the door
open if the eventual winner wants him for a running
mate.

......
....

The Massachusetts Senate is expected to move quickly
on pending legislation to prohibit furloughs for prison inmates convicted of first degree murder. Ways and Means
Committee Chairman Patricia McGovern said her committee will act on the proposal at its next meeting, and
that there are plenty of votes in the Senate to approve the
measure. Top aides to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis have opposed an outright ban on furloughs. A similar bill died in
the Senate last year because of opposition by Boston Senator Royal Bolling.

r

Kemp pulls out

A Norfolk Superior Court jury yesterday convicted 15year-old Rod Matthews of second-degree murder in the
thrill killing of a Canton High School classmate. The
youth was immediately sentenced to life in prison and can
be eligible for parole in 15 years. Matthews was accused
of killing 14-year-old Shaun Ouillette with a baseball bat.
Prosecutors said the victim was lured into a wooded area
of the Boston suburb with a promise of fireworks in the
fall of 1986. The victim's manother was disappointed, saying
she had hoped Matthews would never be eligible for
parole.
I

Bush embarrassed by scandals
George Bush says he's embarrassed by all the scandals
surrounding public officials. At a Chicago campaign stop,
the GOP presidential front-runner said if he's elected
president he'll set up a White House ethics panel.

Hart to drop out
It looks like people have decided. When Gary Hart reentered the Democratic race three months ago, he said
"let the people decide." Hart won no delegates in the Super Tuesday primaries and sources say Hart will withdraw
from the race again today.

.C i

The American Cancer Society says 35 percent of smokers are dying prematurely from tobacco-related causes. In
its new report, Cancer Facts and Figures 1988, the association says 40 percent of male smokers and 28 percent of
female smokers die prematurely.

Veto of Iran-contra

bill foreseen
Defense Secretary Frank Carlucci said a bill requiring
the White House to promptly notify Congress of all covert actions would be vetoed if it makes it to President
Reagan's desk. Carlucci is the first top Administration official to flatly promise a veto of the legislation spawned by
the Iran-contra scandal.

Today: Mostly sunny. Winds west 10-15 mph. High
43- (6 C).
Tonight: Clear to partly cloudy and cold. Winds
west 10-15 mph. Low 23-28° (-5 to -2°C).
Saturday: Partly cloudy. Winds light and variable.
High 42-46° (6-10°C). Low 25-30° (-4 to -1 °C).
Sunday: Mostly cloudy with occasional light rain.
High 38-41 (3-5 °C). Low 30-35 ° (-1 to 1 °C).
Forecast by Michael C. Morgan
Compiled by Niraj S. Desai
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Column/Andrew L. Fish

M IT curbs political protests
Something has gone terribly
wrong at MIT. At an institution
that prides itself on academic
freedom, nationally-recognized
homeless activist Mitch Snyder is
threatened with arrest. At an institution that prides itself on its
tolerance anld udiversity, an outrusive Campus Police force is directed to observe all demonstrations - sometimes outnumbering
protesters two or three to one. At
an institution that prides itself on
creativity and innovation, the administration can see no alternative but to arrest seven people
who "occupied" Lobby 7 at 6 pm
(including two homeless people).
The first sign of trouble occurred in the spring of 1986,
when Senior Vice President William R. Dickson '56, Vice President Constantine B. Sirnonides,
Associate Provost S. Jay Keyser,
and former Campus Police Chief
James Olivieri decided that the
only way to remove a studentbuilt anti-apartheid shantytown
was to haul eight students off to
jail (including one student who
was later found innocent in
court).
At that time the arrests
brought waves of protests from
both faculty and students. Faculty members complained that they
were not involved in the decisionmaking process and, as one
member said, "communication
has been replaced by paddy wagons and police." Both the Undergraduate Association and the
Graduate Student Council
slammed the administration for
not seeking student input and for
turning to the criminal courts.
The apartheid demonstrations
only ended when members of the
MIT Corporation agreed to meet
with the Coalition Against
Apartheid - for once communication replaced confrontation.
This brief glimmer of hope was
snuffed out at last year's commencement, when two students

Volume 108, Number 11
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were charged with "disturbing a
school assembly" two days after a
whistle-blowing protest.
Rather than bringing all the
students involved before an internal disciplinary committee, MIT
singled out two individuals (SteVenl

lJ.

retill G

hIJll P.

adlStl

Fernandez '88) and had them
criminally prosecuted.
It is clear that MIT was punishing them not for the specific
incident, but rather for their continuing involvement in protests at
MIT. The Cambridge courts were
once again turned to to quell
internal dissent at the Institute.
Next, MIT carried out its early
morning raid of "Tent City"
without general faculty or student discussions. This one incident alone may very well have
been justified. But it set an unfortunate precedent - MIT
arrested students and homeless rather than seeking more
diplomatic alternatives.
These arrests set the stage for
MIT's action on Feb. 25. A
group of about a dozen demonstrators were sitting in Lobby 7,
under the watchful eye of 20-30
Campus Police officers and MIT
officials (whose purpose was not
clearly discernible). These "protesters" were not even noticeable
to people passing through - yet
MIT decided they had to be
removed. There was no mediation, only warnings followed by
handcuffs.
Then, last Saturday, homeless
advocate Mitch Snyder tried to
merely enter the Institute. He was
informed that if he walked in to
Lobby 7 he would be arrested for
trespassing. The Institute has
sunk very low when, rather than
discussing the issue of homelessness with such a national figure,
they decide to bar him from
campus.
This intolerance on the part of
the MIT administration must be
stopped. There is no need to have
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dozens of Campus Police observe
peaceful demonstrations; one officer would do. And this institution of innovation should realize
that there must be ways to resolve protests without taking protesters to jail, using the court systemagainst its st-dents, and
barring nationally acclaimed
homeless advocates from the
campus. Until change occurs,
MIT cannot possibly claim to
be fulfilling its obligations as a
leading university.
Andrew L. Fish, a juniorin the
Departments of Chemistry and
Political Science, is editor in
chief of The Tech.
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Column/Mark E. McDowell

A writing requirement requirement
It's time for a new Institute Requirement: not for students, who
are buried beneath a pile of administrative compromises, but
for the administrators of the
writing requirement. I target this
snmaller component of the MIT
community because I am worried
that, after leaving MIT and seeking meaningful employment, they
will be ill-equipped to join the
competitive work force. Administrators for the writing requirement are receiving all the necessary training in bureaucracy
and rudeness, but they are sadly
lacking in basic competence.
I would like to propose a two
phase requirement which must be
met by all administrators hired
by MIT to work on the writing
requirement. The two phases are
designed to form a sequential
curriculum in basic competence.
Phase I of the Basic Competence
(BC) requirement will require all
administrators to demonstrate an
understanding of politeness,
office organization, telephone
manners, and efficiency.
This requirement can be satisfied in one of three ways: reading
Miss Manners' column every day
for a term; taking five hours
away from any special occasion
(e.g. Thanksgiving, birthday) to
write "I will be polite on the
phone" 5000 times; or, enrolling
in a poise class. Of course, Phase
I may be waived for some administrators who have demonstrated
mastery of basic competence. In
particular, Phase I will be waived
for any administrator who has
accomplised at least one of the
following: received a score of 350
or better on the Clerical Achievement 'rest; received a signed and
dated note from his or her mother that s/he has nice manners; or,
received an MBA from Harvard.
Phase II of the BC requirement is designed to establish a
basic philosophical perspective
on the administration of the writing requirement. Phase II must
be completed by all administrators, regardless of training or
background. To satisfy Phase II,
the administrator must write a
ten page paper answering one of
the following questions:
® What evidence is there that
MIT graduates in the past have
been poor writers and communicators? And, are engineers any
worse than any other group of
people in expressing thermselves
in writing?
® Is it possible to improve a
student's writing skill by demanding a detailed technical paper
from him or her during his or her
final semester? If so, is this paper
more instructive than a senior
thesis?
® Is it a good idea to send
"warning letters" to a student's
parents and advisor before
checking to see if the student has

in fact failed to complete the
writing requirement? The ten
page paper must be submitted
several months before the administrator decides to seek other employment. The additional time is
required so that the paper can receive approval from the Committee on Rubber Stamps, the Committee on Staple Placement, and
the Committee on Discipline.
Not to fear: that last committee
will do absolutely nothing.

I feel that Phase I and II of the
Basic Competence requirement
will allow MIT to produce much
more efficient and polite administrators. And who knows: along
the way, someone might make a
few smart decisions on the writing requirement, too.
Mark E. McDowell, a senior in
the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
is a columnist for The Tech.

Student's should work
to improve the future
To the Editor:
"-'whfie tIsp '~-tf lf is a better
At a recent colloquium I heard lesson than learning grim detertwo statements about MIT that mination.
The second statement the
disturbed me. It is not that I felt
that they were untrue, but that speaker made was "Why do we
they were presented in a manner work on these projects instead of
suggesting that they are part of something else? It is because, like
the rest of the MIT professors,
the unchangeable status quo.
The results from a large re- we go after whatever we can find
search program were given and money in." I found this statement
the speaker stated, "Don't think disturbing because whether we
that these results were a short acknowledge it or not, a value is
term effort. They are the work of being taught. That value is "Let
many PhD students, working as us not be so concerned with what
all graduate students do, 80 or 90 we want the future to look like,
but instead let us be more conhours a week."
cerned with keeping money comAlthough this was a wry exag- ing in."
geration, I have not heard an adI would like to see faculty and
visor tell a student, "You look administrators sit down and ask,
tired. Maybe you should take it "Where can the technological
easier." Instead, the concern
skill of MIT be applied to better
seems to be produce results with- society and set up programs and
out regard for the happiness or try to acquire resources to carry
well-balanced development of the
out the programs?" Technology
students.
is not always transferrable.
I think you can have a worldI know that when the Alumni
class university along with bai- Fund calls me, I would be much
ance in the student's life. Alumni
more willing to give money for a
surveys show that graduates feel specific research program than to
MIT was a draining experience.
give money to the university. I
Why don't students do something
would rather support a program
to change it? I think that many
that will increase the welfare of
of us don't realize our right and
the average person.
responsibility to make MIT a betThe two statements made by
ter place. We.expect "someone the speaker do not need to be the
else" to do it.
status quo at MIT. I think that
There are things we can do. We
we have more control over our
can tell our advisor, "I feel I
lives and the future than we realneed to give the other areas of ize. I know that I am only going
my life some time," or tell a
to live once and I can at least try
teacher "I don't think it is reato change what needs to be
sonable to be given this additionchanged. If I feel like I can't do
al assignment." I don't see workit alone, I know that there are
ing harder as an accomplishment.
groups on campus where I find
Learning how to live a balanced
support.
life with a variety of interests
Chris Petroff G
A

Columns and editorialcartoonsare written by individuals and represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.
Letters to the Editor are welcome. They must be typed double spaced
and addressed to The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge MA
02139, or by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483.
Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, addresses, and
phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without express prior approval of The
Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense letters. Shorter
letters will be given higher priority. We regret we cannot publish all of
the letters we receive.
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Dramnashop one-acts show off diversity of MITplaywrights
STUDENT SCRIPTS IN PROGRESS
Presented by MIT Dramashop.
In Kresge Little Theatre, March I1 & 12.
CHELSEA
Written by Peter Parnassa '90.
Directed by Barak Yedidia '89.
Starring Nelson Sharfman '91, Julie
Schmittdiel '91, Carmen-Anita Signes '90,
A lex Sherstinsky G, Lindasusan Ulrich
'91, Alexa Ogno '91.
THE WALL
Written by Julian West G.
Directed by Derek Clark '89.
Starring Cheryl McCullum '89, Andrea
Leszek '91, Seema Nutndy '91, Marino
Tavarez '88, Mark Dudziak '88, and
Mark Wilen '90.
ORAL FIXATION
Written by Daniel Gilly '85.
Directed bv Michael 3lalak '89.
Starring Todd Angerhofer '90q.Katrina
Nelsen '91, and George Madrid '91.
SEVEN
Written by Kirsten Hoyt '90.
Directedby David Krakauer '88.
Starring Cheryl Casquejo '91, Jeffrey
Anderson '90, Margie Schwartz, Kim
Fusaris '90, Jason Silver '91, Drea
Brandford '88, and Roopali Garg '91.
By PETER DUNN

Mark Morelli/MIT Dramashop

Simon (Nelson Sharfman '91) and Caroline (Julie Schmittdiel '91) -in
Chelsea, written by Peter Parnassa '90.

script, and the pacing towards the end of

staged readings of student-written oneact plays have plenty going
IT DRAMASHOP'S

MvS~for

with an extremely strong final scene.
V~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Marineo Tavarez '88 also stood out as Hol-

them. A little rough

around the edges on less than two weeks
rehearsal time, the strength and diversity
of the four plays still stand out. Ranging
in theme from MIT issues to waiter's daydreams, in tone from solidly based reality
to dream quality, the scope of the plays is
all the more complemented by exceptional
performances in each.
The evening begins with Chelsea, written by Peter Parnassa '90, relating the trials and insecurities of impending fatherhood. Parnassa has diligently fleshed out
the two principal roles of the soon-to-befather, recording engineer Simon (Nelson
Sharfman '91), and pregnant mother,
Caroline (Julie Schmittdiel), but has left
their worrisome parents a little flat. This
leaves the first scene with the parents a little weak as their anger and frustrations
lack some motivation. Still, the play shows
strong points with nice choice of matchup
of characters from scene to scene, and interesting use of flashback and flashforward
(although the frequent shifts between past
reality and future possibility confused
some audience members).
Director Barak Yedidia '89 has done a
good job in his staging of making clear the
divisions betweencharacters in Parnassa's

the play conveys well the building tension.
Sharfman stands out among the actors
with revealing facial expression and body
language, making the most of his oftimes
hilarious character. Other notables are
Alex Sherstinsky G as Caroline's stonyfaced father, and Alexa Ogno '91 in a deft
transition between childish and teenage
daughter.
The Wall, written by Julian West G,
brings the audience home to its own backyard with a student issue of how much
seemingly innocuous actions, like writing
on a bathroom wall, can hurt more than

expected. Some may dismiss the play's
theme as trivial and inconsequential (as
was whispered by some audience members
seated near this reviewer) but this only
goes further to point out how anaethetized
we've become to individual pains. The
script has a strong verbal slant, and its
characters are well-rounded and real, but
the play yearns for a full length production to completely develop some of its underlying themes. West must be congratulated on his ability to convincingly write
female roles.
Cheryl McCullum '89 was perfectly cast
as Holly, the girl in need of a "reputation"
who is eventually victimized by that reputation, always exhuding an innocent naivete and giving the play a good final kick

ly's confidant, Greg, calmly reassuring
with an understated strong and gentle nature. Overall the acting was casual and
natural, well done for students playing the
parts of students. Director Derek Clark
'89 kept his staging and lighting natural
and warm, although the set might have
been opened up a bit more for a better
view of actors on Molly's bed.
Ora[ Fixation, written by Daniel Gilly
'85, is a fast-paced and witty play on word
usage and abusage. Not remembering his
wife's name, a husband makes a bet over
dinner about pet names so he can stall
with those until he can remember her real
name. And since she's a romance writer
and he works for Roget's Thesaurus, the
contest is likely to go onr all night, with a
hapless waiter looking on in disdain. The
play travels on at a frightening clip, and
quickly also incorporates the confusion
between reality and dream. Gilly has concocted excellent theater for word fetishists.
Todd Angerhofer '90, Katrina Nelsen
'91, and George Madrid '91 all put in
strong performances as their lines and actions flowed freely with the play's pace.
(Please turn to page 7j

Sur

'realMummenschanz features
seleacted elements of mime
IUMMIENSCHANZ
'olonialTheatre, March 8-20.
At the Cc
Event in The Tech
Performing Arts Series._
By CH4RISTOPHER J. ANDREWS
kCELESS

STICK

FIGURES

on

b lacked-out stage, searching for
h appiness. Crazy swirls of lumin escent motion. Surreal headless
monsters , sporting elastic arms and legs,
sometime s anchored to floor. No sounds,
scuffle off feet and clothing excepted. All.
this-a minnimalist mime. Extraneous detailsexcluded. . Mime as form and movement.
Essenti al nature of pantomime: manipulation of hands, explicit during opening
sketch, reecurring later; giant disembodied
gloved h ands. No facial expressions, no
body moovement; just a hand, five feet
from wri ist to fingernail.
Giant slinky-man, cavorting on stage,
striking 1heroic poses. Another, eight feet
tall and hheadless. A Sumo wrestling match
between the two.
Larges sheets of white foam-rubber, animated b)y black-garbed Mummenschanz
(Please turn to page 10)
I

Class of 1990

Ring Ordering
Dates: March 10,
Time: 10-3
Place:Lobby 10
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15 & 16
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Mark Morelli/MIT Dramashop

Greg (Marino Tavarez '88), Frances (Andrea Leszek '91), Holly (Cheryl
McCullumrn '89), and Meg (Seema Nundy '91) dig into some Tosci's ice
cream in The Wall, written by Julian West.
(Continuedfrom page 6)
Director Michael Malak '89 handled handily the transitions between reality and
dream, never letting in on the secret and
keeping the audience on the edge of their
seats.
Seven, written by Kirsten Hoyt '90,
closed the evening, bringing the audience
once again back to MIT grounds on again
a more unsettling note. Certainly the most
obtuse and least accessible of the evening's
offerings, it still managed to send a strong
message of the inner conflicts and frustrations that some MIT students must face.
Hoyt has written a personal, riveting, dark
vision of internal struggle, punctuated at
its end by a spellbinding lecture of what it
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culture.
Seven showed more of its rough edges in
acting than the three previous plays with
some slight overacting. Still, Cheryl I
Casquejo '91 stood out as the domineering
One and Drea Brandford '88 played Six to I
the hilt with a heartfelt delivery of the I
black speech. Director David Krakauer '88 II
did. an excellent job of staging, making II
good use of where space is and who dominates that space, but might have done
better to tighten it all up a bit.
MIT Dramashop's evening of studentwritten one-acts must be labelled a huge
success. Except for minor faults from such
Mark Morelli/MIT Dramashop
a short rehearsal period, the plays show
off the many strengths and diversities ofF Anthony (George Madrid '91,, Orin (Todd Angerhofer '90), and Jenny
(Katrina Nelsen '91) in Oral Fixation, written by Daniel Gilly '85.
-mh'apmln~.
-=nMIT's nlavwriahts and actors.
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Immediate assignments available,
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WORD PROCESSORS
Magnavox Videowriter'"
Smith Corona PWP 6
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I
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Brother WP 500
YOUR RIBBON HEADQUARTERS
TYPEWRITERS
Smith-Corona
Panasonic
Swintec
Brother
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TALK TO US
On March 30, at the M.I.T. Office of Career Services, our Senior Technologists are conducting interviews to talk
about your future at M/A-COM. We're a Fortune 500 company and a major leader in the design, development and
manufacture of microwave components, subsystems, and semiconductors utilized in defense and commercial tele-

communications.
As the established leader in GaAs diodes and a major R&D leader in GaAs MMICs, we currently offer exceptional entry-level opportunities for recipients of Sc.B and Sc.M degrees in Courses III, VI, VIII, and X at our state-ofthe-art facilities in Burlington, Chelmnsford and Lowell, MA.
If you're looking for a career with high visibility and technological growth, talk to us about these exciting
opportunities:

MICROWAVE CIRCUIT

GaAs PROCESS DEVELOPlN &
ATION
MNIC DEVCEABRIC

DESIGN

*Your educational background and interests should be in
the area of electromagnetics and solid-state devices
operating at microwave frequencies
*Initial assignments will involve the design of multifulnction microwave circuits with an emphasis on radar
and communication applications. You will develop
expertise in microstrip and stripline design using stateof-the-art components and MMICs
e As your design skills grow, you will be responsible for
the design, analysis, and development of entire subsystems incorporating a multitude of technologies: Waveguide and RF, IF and video processing, digital control
circuitry, and direct/indirect frequency synthesizer circuits

· Your educational background and interests should be
focused on material science, physics, chemistry, and/or
semiconductors
Initial assignments will involve advanced process
development in the areas of metallization, plasma etch
and deposition, photolithography, annealing, passivation, and ion implantation. Other positions will involve
actual MMIC and FET device development
v Advanced assignments will include initiation of new
device development programs and new process
generation to extend the present technologies and qualify them for production

Please sign up for interviews at the Office of Career Services in room #12-170.
M/A-COM offers competitive salaries, a full range of benefits and relocation assistance.
If you are unable to talk to us at M.I.T., please send your resume to: Cheryl Perkins, M/A-COM, Inc.,
Professional Staffirg, 60 South Avenue, Burlington, MA 01803.

An Equal Opposrtunity

Employer

M/F/I-I/v.
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Resnais''sophistication raises M lo above soap opera

ture Hiroshima, Mon Amour heralded the
beginning of the French New Wave in
1959. His newest film, lklo - short for
"melodrama" - is an excellent adaptation
of a 1929 play by Henry Bernstein.
Sabine Azema (previously seen in Bertrand Tavernier's A Sunday in the Coun-

try) won the Best Actress CUsar for her
performance as Romaine. She is the carefree and flirtatious wife of Pierre Belcroix
(Pierre Arditi), a quiet unassuming man
who is first violinist in a obscure orchestra. One day Pierre's longtime friend Marcel Blanc (Andre Dussolier), and a renowned concert violinist, comes for

the opening dinner scene when Romaine
first meets Marcel. The camera shows the
three characters eating at an outdoor table, their formal evening dinner dress belying the intimate mood of the evening twilight. Marcel sits on the left, Pierre on the
right, andRomaine in between, facing the
camera. ',tter dinner, Marcel recounts

how his love life was scarred when he took
a woman to one of his concerts, and noticed her "making love with her eyes" to a
stranger in the audience. It ruined their relationship and led to his disillusionment
with romance.
As he talks, the camera smoothly pans
forward towards the table. Always focused
on Marcel, it tracks smoothly around the
table past Pierre and Romaine and comes
to a halt with Marcel's body in medium
close-up. The lighting becomes more low-

g . SF^~P:

Marcel laments his inability to find a romance based on complete trust and fidelity. Romaine is intrigued by Marcel's romantic lassitude, and becomes his
mistress. The melodrama begins when
Marcel, who must leave for a world concert tour, makes Romaine promise that she
will wait for him to return so they can
be together freely. The ensuing conflict includes deceit, broken friendships,
attempted murder, and suicide.
While the plot reminds one of the kitsch

of modern day soap operas, MWlo is far
E -

*-~ -

i

Hush litfie baby
don't you sry.
Ifsomeone doesn'
do somethi
g,
you'll just die.
Be a Peace Corps PCr
volunteer
r

mise-en-scene, Resnais fuses the respective

strengths of stage and film with such consummate skill that one forgets how fundamentally different the two aesthetics are.
Resnais is able to manipulate tensions of
distant intimacy in ways that would be difficult in either medium alone.
Resnais has been criticized for choosing
to lavish such elaborate attention on a play
that may not deserve it. One must remember, however, that Resnais is a consummate artist: there is no doubt that he deliberately stripped the melodrama of its
triteness in order to examine the very real
emotions at the heart of the play. By rejecting the tyrannical demands of conventional narrative, and invoking his considerable technical command, Resnais has
perhaps found the most ideal cinematic realization of a melodramatic stage play. It
is the thinking person's melodrama, a film
that eschews immediate emotional appeal
without losing the ultimate impact of the
issues it describes.
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DO YOU NEED TO WRITE A
PAPER OR FULFILL PHASE I
OR PHASE II?
OME/SSA S Se m in ars Present:

FULFILLING WRITING
REQUIREMENTS AT MIT
Information in an informal setting with dinner
provided.
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onampuse

Where: BSU Lounge (Walker 50-105)
When: Tuesday, March 15, 1988 from 5:30PM - 7:30PM
Speakers:
Suzanne Flynn

After a tough day of hitting 1
And 11 incredible versions of
books, corne to Uno's for an
the most famous piza on
evening refesher course.
earth. Plus a fabulous,
You'll find a menu stuffed
fun-filled bar, too. Uno's.
width prize-winning appeIt's one extraordinary
tizers, salads and burgers. RESTAURN & EALR experience after another.

Assistant Professorfor Foreign Languages & Literatures

Les Perleman
Coordinatorof the WGiting Program

James Paradis
Assistant Professorfor the I'riting Program

__r~a~aR~I.....

Please R.S. VP. by Monday, March 14 in the Office of
Minority Education, 7-143, 254-5010
-----------

key, and the sounds from the city fade
away to silence, leaving only Marcel's voice
as he goes on with his story. The camera
rests for several minutes on Marcel, who
never looks directly into it.
The result is spellbinding. The camera,
light, and sound manipulations are slow
and smooth enough that the viewer remains in Marcel's reverie. In this complex
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Bad acting, mindless sex featured in adolescentJilm
w

-

A NIGHT IN THE LIFE

OF JIMMY REARDON
Starring River Phoenix
and Ann Magnuson.
'Writtenand Directed by William Richert.
At the Copley Place Cinemas.
By MANAVENDRA K. THAKUR
IVER PHOENIX gained a following

based on his performances in
Stand By are and The Mosquito
-AL _%LCoast. This film will do nothing

to enhance his reputation,
He plays a teenager from an upwardly
mobile family settling into a ritzy suburb
of Chicago. While his friends join the Ivy
League, Jimmy gets leaned on by dad to
attend his alma mater, a dreary business
school. The film is ostensibly about how
Jimmy comes to terms with his parents
while coming of age.
But the story is a mess from beginning
to end, and the acting is atrocious. Jimmy
is never a sympathetic character, even
when he gets beat up by the poet boy-

Fantastic world offaceless mimes
and giant enchanted monsters

(Continued from page 6)
ly in eerie light. A marvel.
m ie
nienht
company, bodies invisible against inky 1 Mummenschanz,
not mime. Mvime, ex,
mme.im
m an
n
backdrop. Strange vitality to ensuing figpressive humlan faces. Mummenschanz,
im at
me
ans
mssi
ures, simple geometrical shapes striking
nar
athle,
Mu,
lifelike postures. Audience entranced,
larger than life, nearly
Mummenschanz,
sometimes giggling.
filling stage.
Magic occasionally wears thin, company
Muummenschanz is what mime is about.
no longer using movement to create new
Graceful movement, simple forms, not hut creaniew
r using
ent
ologe m
life. Summoned alien life form vanished,
scenes
man. in themselves. Together, evoke
from human drama. Bodies as artistic
only an acrobat in elaborate costume, huos
rma
He
to
man figure apparent for first time.
very simple tools.
Four long tentacles grow out of stage tools. Here,
experimental, often funny.
umn iu
cener.
utrynProvocative,
center. Human figure utterly indistinct;
Very surreal. Very
appealing.
Visually
u mean.
masquerade a success. Tentacles, striped g
Mummenschanz.
lgood.
't
with longitudinal veins, weaving sensuous-

friend of his ex-girlfriend. One gets the
idea that this skinny little runt deserves it.
His fooling around with girls leads him
to bed his mother's friend Joyce (Ann
Magnuson) - while his date waits for
him. Jimmy spends the rest of the film trying to get in the pants of virtually every
girl he runs across, and he sees more of his
buddy's girlfriend than his buddy does.
The ludicrous sexual stereotyping in this
film could be be dismissed as an historical
anachronism since the film is set in 1962.
But because the setting is virtually irrelevant to the story, younger viewers could
translate the film's misogyny to the present. The teenyboppers in the row behind
me did just that: every time a girl submitted to Jimmy's advances, they would mutter "She's a slut," never realizing that he is
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Passover is Coming
------

the one hopping from bed to bed.
What's worse, this cheap ripoff of The
Graduatehas a sick twist: Jimmy's dad is
also sleeping. with. Joyce. Jimmy. findsipoatt,.
and: baifckmails-, is .-,dad- in '-,fo-gettig -~~,
about Jimmy's wrecking the family car.
This somehow is supposed to lead to reconciliation and understanding between father and son. It's difficult to believe that a
filmmaker would have the gall to assert
that a meaningful relationship could be
based on such deception.
This filnl will not be of the slightest interest to those past puberty. If it must be
involved in your weekend plans, use it as a
93 minute babysitter for a kid sister or
brother. They're perfectly suited to the
mentality of this afterschool tv special
masquerading as a film.
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Your car from getting old now,

-31111

Seder Reservations Deadline: Monday, March 28

March Specials:

MIT Hillel and Temple Beth Shalom of Cambridge will cosponsor a Community Seder on the first night of Passover,
Friday, April 1.
The seder will be held at the Temple, 8 Tremont Street, near
Central Square.
Services at 6:00 pm

Seder at 6:45 pmn

Students $18

Other MIT $23

Paid reservations are due at Hillel or at the Lobby 10 Booth
on March 28. Cash and Validine accepted. Call for costs

for children and non-MIT guests, and for information about
home hospitality.

Save Your Tires
High Speed Balance

Save Your Motor
Lube, Oil & Filter

$19.95

Reg. $24.95

Reg. $8.00

Save Your Transmission
Change your transmission

Save Your Tires
Five wheel Alignment

$35.00

$5.50 Ea.

oil & filter & gasket

Reg. $46.95

$36.00

Reg. $39.95
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Minority study will be released in fall
(Continued from page 1)
cieved contempt from nonminority students and feelings of
non-acceptance from faculty."
After noticing disparities between minority and non-minority
students' responses on a 1984
quality of student life survey, the
MSIG focused its attention on an
existing survey of black alumni,
Braithwaite said. The bulk of the
"Racial Climate" report was
compiled using data from that
1985 survey, Braithwaite said.
The upcoming second report
will address MIT minority admissions, minority financial aid and
minority student services, McBay
said.
ODSA's role in minority
issues questioned
Some students feel that the
ODSA has concentrated too
heavily on minority interests at
the expense of student-wide ones,
according to Andrew Eisenmann
'75, senior staff associate for residence and campus activities.
The continued absence of an
IFC fraternity advisor, this year's
poor fraternity rush, numerous
disputes over UA student activity
funding, and the newly- organized
committee to study the proper
role of the fraternities at MIT
have led some students to the
conclusion that the ODSA is
more concerned with funding
and supporting minority issues
than student-wide issues, he
stated.
"However, while I can understand how those students would
arrive at that conclusion," Eisenmann said, "I in no way support
it."
The ODSA possesses no internal agenda against the fraternity
system, Eisenmann said. He attributed "bad timing" to the fact
that this year's poor fraternity
rush and the vacancy of the IFC

nority reports, arguing that they
are crucial to MIT because they
define the reference frame from
which MIT will be viewing its
changing demographics and defining its future student policies.
Despite the many financial
needs of the ODSA, McBay decided that this series of reports
was so important that she hired
an assistant dean for research,
Braithwaite stated. In order to
collect data on MIT minority financial aid, minority student services and admissions and to obtain data on minority faculty,
McBay recognized that new research was going to have to be
done, Braithwaite said.
The new researcher will also
keep statistics on international
students and help with the committee charged to invesitgate the
fraternity system, according to
McBay.
McBay: National attention
brought MSIG to a standstill
In explaining the two-year gap
between the MSIG's first report
and the expected release date of
their second report, McBay cited
the unexpected attention that
"The Racial Climate on the MIT
Campus" received from both the
national media and the MIT
community.
The national notice brought
the group's progress on the second report to a standstill, according to McBay. Scholars, administrators, and newspaper reporters
from around the country came to
talk to the group about the report or invited the group to lecture on the findings and connations of the report, she said. "We
used up both valuable time and
resources explaining the study
and its findings of racism at
MIT," she stated.
"Of course, the Minority Student Issues Group also had to ad-

or coincided. --,,dress the MIT student body, facfrator-nty..adrdelv
dnds:staff, and. the study's
lfnfipdtf~:mulW~p
nLrstqe
vlLgl
Whf6ihtR-iitv

tance of other issues, Eisenmann
upheld the necessity for the mi-

more negative implications about
the MIT community," continued

classified
advertising
Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
UNIQUE STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Zenith Data Systemns is looking for
self-motivated student sales representatives to sell and promote
Zenith Personal Computers to students, faculty, and staff on your
campus. Qualified candidates
should have micro-computer experience.
Tremendous potential in explosive market place with unlimited
commission structure, opportunity
to earn a Zenith computer, and
flexible work schedule. Send
resume and cover letter to:
Zenith Data Systems
6 Courthouse Lane
Building B
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Attn: Brian Russell
Cambridge Court Apartments
Luxury one-bedroom and studio
apartments near Harvard and Central Squares. Buildings for elderly or
over 40. Includes all utilities, dishwasher, air-conditioning, wall-towall carpeting, elevators. From
$544 per month. Call 497-6220.
No fee.
"Business & Society in Japan"
Optional Credit/Financial Aid International Internship Programs. 406
Colman Bldg., 811 1st Ave. Seattle, WA 98104 (206) 623-5539.
SUMMER JOBS!
Work as a live-in Big brother this
summer tutoring and caring for
children at $175 per week plus all
living expenses and some travel.
Free training available. Call 2370211 for more info.
FULL-TIME/PART-TIME JOBS
$400 full-time, $175 part-time/
week. Flexible hours in local company. Various positions. No experience necessary. Call 9 am - 5 pm
(617) 396-8208. Mr. Federico.

The Wordsmith
Editing, re-writing, and ghostwriting services. Writing coach. Professional articles and theses a specialty. References and student rates
available. Wyn Snow: 787-0615,
wsnow@media-lab.mit.edu.
TypeWriter for Sale. Perfect condition. 5 months old. Brother AX-26.
"Word-Spell" Word Processor with
12k character memory. Manual included. Call Priou 617-253-0986
days, 61 7-353-0391 eveningsweekends.
Moderators Wanted
Responsible, creative and fun individulais wanted as moderators for
Boston's leading chatlines. Must
host and supervise group phone
conversations. For information,
please call Michael between l pm
and 5prn, weekdays at 577-8855.
Kendall Square office space for
sub-let. Up to 500 square feet. Engineering Consulting Firm seeks
similar type business to share newly renovated, Broadway office
space. Rent negotiable. Call 44461 69. Leave message.

McBay.
Braithwaite noted that the
group spent much effort trying to
communicate to the MIT community that everyone has a stake
in the issue of racial discrimination, not just the minority
groups.
"It is hoped that controversy
surrounding"The Racial Climate
on the MIT Campus" has
brought the problem of racism to
light and openned it up 11 a.al.ysis and discussion," McBay
said.

Wanted to buy: I need to purchase
a useu MacPlus in order to write
poetry and can afford to spend in
the neighborhood of $70. Please
call 617-262-9319 between 6 and
9 pm.
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Computer Help Wanted
By Travel Agency in Kendal Square
Heritage Travel seeks MIT student
for part-tinme work in our Computer
Dept. with IBM-PC's. Will help assemble systems, as well as train
Heritage personnel in use of various
software programs (i.e. word processing, spread sheets, data base,
desktop publishing, etc.)
Hours: flexible during normal working days. Approx 8 to 15 hrs.
weekly.
Wages: $10 per hour. Duration: 3
to 4 months, possibly longer.
Call Heritage Travel at 491-0050
x291 (Personnel Dept.).

Weleomnes

270 Albany St., Suite 21, Cambridge, MA

AT 80386 16 Mal OWail State
AT 80286 10 Nkz OWait State
XT IV20 CPU) 10 Mkz (S=3.71
PORTABLE 386
PORTABLE 286
PANASONIC PRINTER
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Braithwaite explained that
since the MSIG has access to financial aid statistics and to statistics on minorities from the admissions office, the question of
research for the second report is
not so much in collecting data
but in determining how to present that data. "These statistics
are like a loaded gun by themselves. The group and the group
members charged with authoring
the second report must determine
the proper context and background for all of the facts and
figures concerning minority admissions and financial aid," she
said.
Both Braithwaite and McBay
agreed that this second report is
important to the MIT community
because it demonstrates a perceived commitment on the part
of the MIT administration to the
bettering of MIT's racial climate.
"The main focus of this minority
study series is to provide a foundation upon which to build a better understanding of the racial
experience throughout the MIT
community," McBay noted.
Braithwaite suggested that
"The Racial Climate on the MIT
Campus" has had a very positive
effect upon minority students in
general. "Most minority students
to whom I have spoken about the
report feel that it was bold of
MIT to put it out publicly, believe that it was overdue and are
waiting to see what happens are waiting to see if MIT follows
up," she said.
The MSIG will issue its third
and final report in the spring of
1989, Braithwaite stated' MeBay
said this report will investigate
minority faculty recruitment and
the importance of minority faculty relations with minority
students.
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Computer Scientists

Mlen's gymrlastics take 1foulrth place
By Eric M. Reifsehneider
The MIT men's gymnastics
team placed fourth in the New
England Championships last
Sunday at the University of Vermont. Division I powers Southern Connecticut State and University of Massachusetts at
Amherst dominated the meet,
scoring 262.45 and 259.6 respectively. Springfield College was
third with 253.7.
MIT avenged last week's narrow loss to Vermont by beating
out the host team for fourth
place with a season-high team
score 197.35 to UVM's 186.5.
Dartmouth College was sixth
with 181.05.
MIT, which began the season
with four gymnasts competing
for the first time and three others

competing on more events than a
year ago, was not intimidated by
the high level of competition. In
past New England Championships the Engineers failed to perform to the best of their ability,
but this year the MIT gymnasts
were determined to show the
competition what they could do.
Co-capntain Nnrman Chen '88
did a Veronin and a piked
(straight-leg) double back flip dismount to score 7.25 on high bar.
Jason Kipnis G nailed-.his double
back flip dismount on rings for a
season-high score of 7.5. Mark
Malonson '89 had a personal record 39.3 all-around score, including 8.3 on floor and 7.6 on
rings.
Alan Nash '89 scored 7.9 on
parallel bars, 7.25 on floor, and
39.6 all-around. Co-captain Eric

Chess club at top of Boston
metropolitan competition
The other option is K-sl tut
By Satyajit Rao
With it's victory over the Boylston chess club last Friday, MIT
emerged at the top of the preliminary rounds of the Boston Metropolitan Chess League. The top
four teams will now play for the
trophy. MIT has maintained an
undefeated record after having
beaten Boston University, Northeastern Univeristy, and the Harvard 1 team and having drawn
with Harvard 2 and "The Mysterious Rook Moves."
Two weeks ago in our match
against Harvard 2, 1 stole a few
moments to glance at the progess
on my right and this is the position I saw:

then white would lose his King
Knight and Bishop pawns, which
would be fatal:
B-K6ch
K-RI
27
BxPch
K-R2
28
R-K7ch
P-N3
29
BxP
K-NI
30
R-K8ch
Q-B3
31
B-K4
K-N2
32
The actual play was as follows:
R-K6ch
27
(Let the king hunt begin!)
K-N4
28
K-R4 isn't any better.
P-R4ch
29
K-N2
K-N5
30
31
P-B5??
This is bad as evident from the
rest of the game, but what can
white do to prevent mate? One
possible continuation would be:
P-B3ch
Q-NV2ch
31
B-R2
K-R4
32
BxP
Q-KB2
33

E

The exchange of the black
queen for the white rook and
bishop leaves black with a superior endgame. Black's two extra
pawns should easily win the game
notwithstanding any antics of the
white queen. The interesting
question then is not whether
black can win but if he can do it
aesthetically.
Judge for yourself..
Q x R ch
24
R x B ch
Bx Q
25
B-N7 ch
26
K-R2
K-N6
27

-

THE BOSTON
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
PRESENTS CONCERTS ON MOST
THURSDAYS, FRIDAYS, SATURDAYS,
AND TUESDAYS
FOR COMPLETE CONCERT INFORMATION
CALL 266-1492
CALL 266-1200
TO CHARGE TICKFETS
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we can offer you
the job of Wizard,
Evangelist or
Champion.o
Do we actually have people with these titles on their
business cards? Absolutely.
We're bound to an ambitious vision of computer
technology, not to the ritual behavior that governs so
much of corporate America.
Come share our vision. We'll be on campus to discuss employment opportunities:

Tuesday, March 15th
For more information,
contact your Placement Center.
An equal opportunity employer
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The powertobeyyo

Harvard-Epworth
United Methodist
Church

but then white can't prevent mate
without losing his queen.
P-B3ch
31
P-N4
K-B4
32
checkmate.
Undoubtedly a satisfying game
for Garcia; there are few experiences to beat the thrill of pulling
off a successful king hunt in a
match!
The team members are Eric
Shukan '89, Satyajit Rao G, Federico Garcia '91, Michael Ho
'89, Mark Dynna G, Steven
Britten and George Yu '88.

Make a
Date Wlth
Music

and Engineers:

Reifschneider '89 posted a 41.45
all-around score, including season highs of 7.1 on floor and
6.85 on pommel horse. Malonson, Chen, Reifschneider, and
Nash all scored between 8.35 and
8.45 on vault.
Although Southern Connecticut State won the meet, two MIT
graduate students clearly stole
the show. Late in the meet, the
tense competition momentarily
ceased as gymnasts and spectators alike focused their attention
on Robert Playter G and Seth
Riskin G, who is also coach of
the MIT women's gymnastics
team. Playter and Riskin were
members of Ohio State's 1985
NCAA championship team.
Playter and Riskin entertained
the crowd with scintillating exhibition routines on parallel bars
and high bar. Playter wowed the
audience with a series of Diamadovs and stutz-handstands on
parallel bars and a truly awesome
high bar routine capped by a
full-twisting double back flip
dismount.
Riskin impressed everyone with
his uncanny sense of balance
while holding an English (onebar) handstand and an unique
wide-armed handstand on parallel bars; he showed the skill
which once made him NCAA
champion on this event by doing
a heli twirl from a handstand to
an immediate front flip between
the bars.
MIT's regular season is now
over, but it appears likely that the
team will qualify to compete in
the Division I1-III National
Championships for the first time
ever. Based on the average of the
three highest season scores, MIT
is currently ranked sixth in the
nation. The top six teams qualify,
and the only team known to have
a chance of surpassing MIT in
upcoming meets is the City College of New York (CCNY), which
lost to MIT by more than 20
points in a meet at West Point
three weeks ago. This year's national championships will be held
April 1-2 at Springfield College.
(Editor's Note: Eric M. Reifschneider '89 is co-captain of the
men's gymnastics team.)
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GET DOWN TO
BUSINESS WITH THE

BEST IN TEST PREP.
Only Kaplan offers free
refresher math lessons and
business school admis-

IF YOU'RE TRAVELLING ON ANY
INES..

OF THESE A

American,

.

Easlert, Unsited, Pan Am, Delta,
TWA, Northwest, USAir, Piedmont,
El A, British Air, Qantas, Air

, Lufthanlsa, Swiss
enadae

rCa

Air, Air India, Icelandair, Alitalia,

Aer Linus, a, oreven shuttle
flights.
AVOID LONG LINES AT THE AIR-

PORT, PICKUP YOUR TICKETS AT

sions information. Call!

530
SM

OP:N KONMNL &30 AN 730 P-M T. 90AM
We'll give you the business.
Find out how.
868-TEST

6:0 PM
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